Atomistic view of base flipping in DNA.
Base flipping is essential for the enzyme-catalysed methylation of DNA. In our previous studies, the flipping of bases out of duplex DNA in DNA alone and when bound to the (cytosine-C5)-methyltransferase from HhaI (M.HhaI) were investigated via potential of mean force calculations. Insights into various experimental observations were obtained. In the present paper we present an overview of previous computational studies of base flipping along with new detailed structural and energetic analysis on atomic events that contribute to the free energy surfaces. The contributions from different intrinsic and environmental effects to the base-flipping process are explored, and experimental data derived from a variety of methods are reconciled. A detailed protein-facilitated base-flipping mechanism is proposed. Ground-state destabilization is achieved via disruption of the target base Watson-Crick interactions by substitution with favourable DNA-protein interactions. In addition, specific DNA-protein interactions and favourable solvation effects further promote target base flipping along the major groove through the protein matrix, and maximal interactions occur between the DNA and the protein upon reaching the fully flipped state. Other DNA binding proteins that involve distortion of DNA's conformation may use a similar mechanism to that by which M.HhaI facilitates base flipping.